
A Happy Design Gift Maker, SUGAI WORLD, Inc. launches Monster Hug, a monster shaped washi tape dispenser, on 18 

September. Monster Hug is a sister product of Animal Hug which has been a big hit since its launch in 2019 summer. 

Hugs are entirely made of natural fiber paper, so it is soft to the touch and safe. The paper is biodegradable and 

environmentally friendly. As an extra function, it also can be used as a smart phone stand. Available in white, grey and 

black. Cute monsters will make your office/home work fun and convenient!

Eye's design has often been used to be as a amulet against evil spirits since ancient times. Monster Hug contains a wish 

for health and good future of the world.

Visit the http://sugaiworld.com/monster-hug/ to get a more information.

About SUGAI WORLD:

SUGAI WORLD, founded in 2011 in Tokyo, is a design gift maker with a playful attitude. Its history began with a fun 

sticky note called Mustache-it, a mustache-shaped sticky note. Our playful products are now sold at lifestyle shops, 

museum stores, and similar shops around the world. Our products are proudly made in Japan using eco-friendly mate-

rials. https://sugaiworld.com

About Animal Hug: 

Animal Hug is an animal-shaped portable washi tape dispenser.Attach the Hug around a roll of tape by gently bending 

the animal’s legs. Roll out the tape and rip with the jagged edge located on the animals bottom. The appearance of 

the animal tightly hugging a roll of tape is very humorous. Attached to your favorite colored tape, it becomes a fun 

little tabletop decoration. http://sugaiworld.com/animal-hug/
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Name：Monster  Hug (set  of  2)
Product Size：W70×H30×D1(mm)
Package Size：W78×H88×D2(mm)
Weight：4g
Material：Fiber Paper
Made in Japan
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【NEW PRODUCT】 Monster  Hug -  a  monster  shaped portable washi  tape 
dispenser -  coming on 18 September


